Advert ID:
HT92140BC

Halter Bridle Combo with Reins Superior Quality

$ 169

Aurora, Adams, Colorado, Colorado

Down Under Saddles Supply
www.downunderweb.com

·

(800) 395-8225

Reins and Leathers

Description
The legendary Australian Halter Bridle has remained relatively unchanged for over a hundred years.
The Australian Stock Saddle Company Halter Bridle Combo features three d-rings on a reinforced
cheek piece. This allows for adjustable placement for either the buckle connector strap or the snap-on
connector strap. While the snap-on connector piece is convenient, the buckle connector strap is silent
and secure. We recommend using only one type of connector at a time. This Halter Bridle Combo has
even more adjustment possibilities with the adjustable pall strap and an extended head piece. The
extended head piece goes back four inches behind the ears, to give great strength to the jaw strap, on
which rides a brass ring. This brass ring can be used to attach a standard lead line much like a regular
halter. The advantage to attaching the lead line to the brass ring is that when stopped for a break during
a typical riding situation, with the horse tied to a tree or other stable object, the horse is not tied to a
bridle with a bit in the mouth. The extended head piece back over the mane means more security for
keeping the Halter Bridle on; the horse cannot rub his face on a tree and remove the whole bridle.
Full Size fits most standard size horses while Cobb size fits most ponies to small frame horses. Draft
sizes are 20% larger and will fit much larger horses.
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